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Introduction

[C]ontemporary ethnic re-creations are given impetus by the fear not merely of
being levelled into identical industrial hominids, but of losing an ethical (celestial)
vision that might serve to renew the self and ethnic group as well as contribute
to a richer, powerfully dynamic pluralist society. (Fischer 197)

The purpose of this essay is to write a subversive historiography of polka.1

According to bell hooks, subversive historiography connects oppositional prac-
tices from the past with forms of resistance in the present, thus creating spaces of
possibility where the future can be imagined differently (Art 151).2 To achieve this,
I want to revalue polka as a counterhegemonic ethnic practice.3 In fact, I will trace
polka’s history to reveal its radical impetus.

Over and against my project, the popular image of polka has remained remark-
ably consistent both within Polonia (the Polish diaspora) and without. For many,
linked in the popular imagination to the “Polish joke,” polka serves as a conve-
nient emblem for stodgy, corny, moronic, and backward ethnic entertainment
(Crease 73). “The Polish joke is a vestige of the racist eugenic theories of the early
twentieth century and symbolizes the negative connotations associated with the
Polish American ethnic identity: stupidity, vulgarity, racism, anti-Semitism, illit-
eracy, and filth” (Erdmans 52). As Robert Crease has shown, polka’s history belies
this image. That this perhaps goes against the grain of common sense is part of the
larger project of subversive historiography. Insofar as “common sense” is a discur-
sive construction that can serve to reproduce ethnic stereotypes, class prejudices,
and other hegemonic tropes, then indeed I hope to cut against its grain. Lest this
seem a tired project, I would recall two issues. First, one study, cited in Bukowczyk,
shows that “Polish Americans continue to enjoy low social esteem, despite their
considerable accomplishments in American society” (“Image” 76). Second, anti-
Polish slurs, especially in the form of the Polish joke, seem to be one of the last
remaining socially acceptable bigotries. According to Keil, “Poles are still, among
all of America’s ethnics, the easiest group to pile abuse upon, the group that
one can have the most racist feelings about while having the least guilt feelings”
(39).

This project consists of three parts: to revisit briefly the radical history of polka,
to consider the sources of the persistent bad reputation of this cultural form
along with a consideration of the genre’s relation to the politics of ethnic identity,
and to suggest several lenses through which one might revalue polka as a
counterhegemonic or radical ethnic practice. My theme is neither new nor original.
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In fact, this work depends on the groundwork laid by Victor Greene’s A Passion for
Polka and Polka Happiness by Charles and Angeliki Keil and Dick Blau. These texts
broke new ground in revaluing popular music in general and “old-time ethnic” or
“people’s music,” as they have called polka, in particular. My aim is simply to
revisit their insights in order to call for a renewed revaluation of polka against
the continuing stereotypes that besiege it. Despite the critical work of Greene and
Keil, Blau, and Keil, polka remains “perhaps America’s last great undiscovered
genre—or as others say, ‘the real alternative’” (Bessman, “Monarchs” 1).

One note on the American identity of polka seems necessary. That polka can be
conceived as “America’s last great undiscovered genre” requires reaffirmation of
the American origin of the music. While my focus is on the Polish-American style
of polka which—along with Slovenian-American—has dominated popular circles,
it must be stated that Polka is a uniquely American cultural hybrid with many
ethnically inflected forms. Keil, Blau, and Keil note six forms of ethnic American
polkas: Slavic (Polish-American and Slovenian-American), Germanic (German-
American and Czech-Bohemian-American), and southwestern (Mexican-American
and Papago-Pima) (3). The Polish-American form is further subdivided into
Eastern, Chicago-style (or “Honky”), and “Push” (Kleeman 65–106). As many
scholars have demonstrated, contrary to the popular opinion that polka is a Polish
musical form,4 polka in its popular form was not a transplant of a pre-existent
Polish folk form to America, but a unique amalgam of ethnic styles and mass-
mediated popular forms that emerged from America’s multi-ethnic urban milieu
(Keil, Blau, and Keil; Kohan; Savaglio). Keil and Feld’s discussion of polka’s
development highlights this musical cross-pollination:

The challenge to Krolikowski and the other bandleaders was to do something
Polish and American, something Polish immigrants would recognize as theirs
that would also be suitable for radio and records, something bigger and more
organized than a three- or four-piece wedding band, something that could
appeal to other Americans as well. I think it was in meeting this challenge that
Polish-American polka bands and polka style were born. . . . “[T]he polka” as
a distinctively American style of music could not be created and legitimated
outside of the new mainstream channels of communication. (205)

As Paula Savaglio has explained:

In a study of the musical self-representation of Polish-Americans, the issue of
dual identity—Polish and American—is central. The hyphenated ethnic label is as
much a description of the way the group perceives itself as it is an indication of
the community’s national origins. (“Polka” 35)

The Polish-American polka is, then, a cultural practice continually negotiated
across the hyphen of ethnic identity.

The radical history of polka

Polka began as a kind of upstart, working-class rebellion against the stuffy,
elitist minuet (Spilner 121). According to Robert Crease, “polka dancing was a
revolutionary act from the beginning. Its birth, development, and triumph were
framed by the two most important series of European popular uprisings of the
nineteenth century in 1830 and 1848” (78). Suiting the turbulent mood of Europe in
the 1840s, the polka raced through Europe, triumphing in Paris, where novels,
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plays, hairstyles, and even fabric design (whence polka dots) incorporated polka
into their themes. Suiting the liberal ideals of the day, polka was seen as an affir-
mation of the human spirit, a rebellion against constraint, the excitement of the
forbidden, sensual, and exotic. The absence of ceremonial gestures common to
court dances and the suspiciously close proximity of male and female partners,
combined with the relative speed of the dance, cemented its popular appeal.
Spreading to Mexico, North Africa, Finland, Russia, India, and Indonesia,
“polkamania,” according to Keil, was a recognition of the common culture of the
working class (13). One dance historian notes: “The whole world wrote and talked
about it, and apparently thought little of anything else” (Crease 80). The polka
burst on the scene as the revolutionary dance form accompanying the popular
fascination with oppressed workers, revolutionary intellectuals, and Polish
freedom fighters (Keil, Blau, and Keil 13).

The accordion, now seen as perhaps the quintessential polka instrument, has an
equally radical pedigree. Emerging in the same revolutionary period as polka itself,
although not yet identified with it, the accordion craze was in full swing by the
mid-1800s. Despised as the instrument of “ordinary people played in taverns,
dances or in the streets,” the accordion’s massive popular success frightened the
European musical establishment (Wagner 6). In the age of emigration, the accor-
dion traveled with immigrants all over the globe, eventually becoming the defining
instrument in a variety of revolutionary people’s musics, such as tango. According
to Shapiro:

No other wind instrument on the face of the earth is as versatile as the accordion.
It can play melody, harmony and rhythm simultaneously, AND it’s portable. Its
diverse family includes both chromatic and diatonic accordions, as well as
concertinas, bandoneons, and even harmoniums. (5)

It is perhaps a sad testament to our collective historical illiteracy that the accordion
is widely accepted today as a popular stereotype for the old-fashioned and the
corny.

Musette—like later American ethnic polkas—emerged as a reed-based urban
music of rural peoples flowing into Paris during the industrial revolution (Roussin
5). A second wave of Parisian immigration, this time of Italians, brought with it the
accordion that would eventually define the popular notion of “authentic” Parisian
café culture. The racist suspicions of the French toward Mediterraneans underlay
the eventual ironic triumph of Italian accordion music as the defining Parisian
sound of bal musette. The phenomenal popular appeal of the accordion in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries spawned racist and classist suspicions
elsewhere—even causing it to be outlawed by fascist ideologues. In fact,

Nazi propagandists claimed that the accordion was a “nigger jazz instrument,”
for its close connection with modern American dance music. The Nazis tried to
stop accordion bands from playing classical music which for them was an “abuse
of the music of our great masters.” The president of the Reichsmusikkamer—the
highest institution controlling music in the Third Reich—declared that “now is
the time to build a dam against the flooding of our musical life by the accordion.”
(Wagner 7)

The intermingling of Polish-American polka with electrified jazz and blues in the
multi-ethnic urban centers such as Chicago was oddly anticipated by fascist music
authorities.
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Indeed, one of the continuing sources of musicological interest in polka is the
phenomenally hybrid nature of the genre. From Little Wally’s blueslike jams to
Eddie Blazonczyk’s country and western inflections, polka has continuously
incorporated the strains of mass culture, even as it redefined its own unique
cultural sphere. As Keil and Feld have observed, polka responded to variety of
musical and social styles.

The mediated polka style had to respond to both the dominant culture’s defini-
tion of “polak” and its definition of “nigger” at the same time. . . . This sort of
double definition or triangulation vis-à-vis the dominant culture is even clearer in
the early 1950s when Chicago-style polkas proudly take on the label “dyno” or
“honky,” defying the old Eastern-style norms and saying, in effect, We used to
be immigrant peasants who had to prove our respectability with legitimate
American jazz-influenced music; now we know we are despised immigrant
workers, and we must dig a little deeper for a “soul music” of our own and do
it our way. (206–07)

As Kohan, Keil, and Greene have demonstrated, polka has had a remarkable
ability to interact with other cultural forms, both influencing and being influenced
by a wide variety of musical genres. In this way, perhaps it has been seen as both
suspect and fallen.

Polish-American polka and the politics of ethnic identity

It is precisely this hybrid nature that speaks so well to the postmodern debate
over multiple identities. Yet, on this account, polka finds itself situated in the midst
of intragroup struggle over the meaning of authentic ethnic identity. It is not only
in the eyes of mainstream culture that polka seems backwards, primitive, and
corny. In fact, owing to intraethnic tensions, polka forces ethnic scholars to recon-
sider the heterogeneous nature of groups that have been summed up often in
convenient and homogenizing ways. The multilayered, multiregional, and multi-
generational Polish emigration “has been reduced to a single ‘Polonia’ category”
(Gross 158). As Feliks Gross has pointed out, “the simplification of the immigra-
tion picture was influenced in part by the excellent work of Thomas and
Znaniecki, The Polish Peasant in Europe and America (University of Chicago Press,
1918–20)” (158). To validate the theoretical assumptions of this work, the authors
needed “as homogenous a sample as possible” (158). Thus, this definitive
Polonian ethnic study “included primarily immigrants of peasant background,
strongly related to church and parochial organizations, groups that were rather
conservative in outlook” (159). This early and definitive scholarly examination of
Polish immigrants in some ways solidified the notion of Polish-American back-
wardness, ruralness, and conservatism both within and without Polonia. (This
image persists in contemporary popular cultural representations of the “Polak,”
such as NYPD Blue’s Andy Sipowicz.) The study did not include radical, socialist
émigrés, for example.

A successive pattern of Polish immigration to the United States during the last
one hundred years has resulted in a widely diverse Polish-American population
comprised of post-Solidarity émigrés as well as fourth-generation descendants of
pre-World War II immigrants. The rubric “Polish-American” itself enforces an
outsider’s sense of commonality on a group of people who, though they share a
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common national descent, vary greatly in their political orientation, educational
backgrounds, and economic situations. (Savaglio, “Big-Band” 35)

Thus, the tendency to define Polonian identity in these terms, rather than in urban
or politically radical contexts, presented those Polonian groups, especially those in
later waves of immigration, with a dilemma.

It has been the case, historically, that the vast majority of polka performers
were/are the children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren of immigrants
from the early waves of Polish rural movement to American industrial centers.
Sociological studies of American Polonia have noted the cultural differences
between these second-, third-, fourth-, and now fifth-generation Polish-Americans
and post-World War II, Post-Solidarity émigrés (Emmons, Obidinski). Recent
immigrants are likely to

point out that Old Polonians are not really Polish anymore. . . . But ironically,
although they have lost their Polishness, they have not lost their peasant
status. . . . New immigrants find parallels between working-class South-side-of-
Chicago culture and Polish peasant culture and contrast it with the life styles and
sophistication of present-day urban Poland. . . . A much more frequent music-
cultural association is made between the old Polish community and polkas.
“Polkas are a cheap way of being Polish.” (Emmons 68–69)

Although Chicago’s definitive honky-style polka originated on the north side of
Chicago on Division Street, the “Polish Broadway” (Keil, Blau, and Keil 24–25), the
current home of Chicago’s polka activity, is the solidly working-class, south-side
Polish-American enclaves. The polka stereotype within Polonia itself is not dis-
similar to the scorn heaped upon rural blacks of the Great Migration by members of
the established “Black Belt” elite on Chicago’s south side. Despite the apparent
homogeneity of the community in the eyes of (white) outsiders, Chicago’s African-
American south side was divided along class lines. “Fearful that the migrants,
with their rural southern manners, would disrupt the community and embarrass
the race,” Chicago’s black middle class scorned the manners, foodways, clothing,
and most notably the Delta boogie-woogie “plantation music” of the migrants
(Grossman 329). Whereas the established blacks scorned newcoming migrants,
Polonian émigrés scorn the descendants of earlier immigrants.5 It is also the case
that this scorn is often aimed in the reverse direction. In both cases, class-based
fears and intragroup struggles over authentic ethnic/racial identity seem to
coalesce around musical production.

One quasi-racial dimension of polka’s beleaguered image within Polonia is the
question of regional ethnic identification. Another possible source of intra-
Polonian antipolka feeling has, to my knowledge, not been discussed. I would
argue that there is also an element of class and racial prejudice against polka
music because of its incorporation of Góral (Polish highlander or mountaineer)
melodies, themes, instrumentation, and distinctive harmonies. Not unlike the
biases northern Italians have historically expressed against southern Italians
(Mangione and Morreale xv) or North Americans toward Appalachian peoples,
stereotypes of Górale often portray them as archaic rubes. The popular conception
of Górale is an odd mix of fascination and derision. It should be noted that not only
does polka music incorporate Górale styles but also many polka musicians
(Grammy-winner Eddie Blazonczyk, for example) are descended from Góral
immigrants. Keil, Blau, and Keil cite a polka fan on this distinctive sound,
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I can’t get enough of the “old style,” old village styles like górale fiddling, the
minor keys, something barbaric about it. That’s why I go for the Chicago-style
polkas; they still have some of that mountain music sound. . . . All the Chicago
bands, the AmPol Aires, even modern Eddie B. has some of it. (137)

The frequency of Górale names, themes, and citations is represented by this small
sampling: the Dynatones’ “Góralskiu Medley” (Ania), Eddie Blazonczyk’s
“Mountaineer’s Polka” (Award), “Hej Góralu Polka” (Everybody), “Gorole Gorole
Polka” (New), “Swine Herder’s Oberek” (Always); John Góra’s “In our Village—W
Naszej Wiosce Oberek,” “Góral—Mountaineer Polka,” “Góralu Waltz” (Duty);
Marion Lush’s “Góralu” (Golden), Jan Lewan’s “Góralska Medley” (Live).

The ongoing struggle over the meaning of ethnicity is seen most clearly in this
struggle over “real” Polish identity. As Erdmans clearly documents, the ability of
each group within Polonia to preserve its self-definition and ownership of the com-
munity depends in part on each group’s power symbolically to define the public
arena. “The new immigrants would find themselves outside the community if
Polonia were defined as speaking English and celebrating folk-culture; the Polish
Americans would find themselves shoved aside in a polka-hating, Polish-speaking
community” (122).

This intergroup struggle depends in part on the majority culture’s homogenous
understanding of ethnic identity. For it must be noted that:

In America, the polka is almost synonymous with Polish Americans (perhaps
to Polonian scholars and leaders it is synonymous with working-class Polish
American culture, but to the rest of America it represents Polish American
culture in general.) . . . It is not a meaningful symbol of Polish national culture in
Poland. (Erdmans 120–21)

As Keil notes, “most of middle-class Polonia hates the polka with a passion
deeper than the Atlantic” (38). Within Polonia, polka is a Polonian—not a
Polish—symbol.

That is not to say, however, that polka is somehow a fallen or inauthentic
manifestation of Polish-American identity. It should be noted that polka performs
an increasingly important role in the self-definition of one segment of Polish-
American society, whose ethnic identity is not constructed around a prior Polish
citizenship. As the old ethnic enclaves disperse, “the act of defining the ethnic
group’s music becomes increasingly necessary as the ethnic group itself can no
longer be defined merely by reference to geography or language” (Savaglio, “Big-
Band” 42). In fact, it is the essentialist mobilization of the category of authentic
ethnicity that requires vigilant critique. On this point, I would want to affirm
DiLeonardo’s critique of the dominant discourse of white ethnic life in the United
States, which postulates, among other notions, a quasi-essentialist, class- and
regionally normative, homogenous ethnic “community” irrespective of lived and
fluid ethnic identities. She points out that “professional narratives” of ethnic
identity are often mobilized both to obfuscate ethnic identity as lived and under-
stood by members of the groups in question as well as to deploy highly reactionary
social values by imagining them as privileged in “unchanging” pre-industrial-
ethos ethnic enclaves (133–35). DiLeonardo’s work is particularly powerful as
it uncovers the contrast between commoditized ethnic identities and those of
her informants, many of whom express strong feelings of inauthenticity, bred
“by ‘ethnic’ advertising, media stereotypes, and popular writing on ethnic
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communities” (180). It behooves us, therefore, to revalue polka as a Polish-
American practice as it is lived and experienced by its participants rather than as
theorized by brokers of ethnic identity. This means one would need to advocate it
as an “authentic” expression of ethnic identity without privileging it as a norma-
tive expression of Polish-Americanness. It seems that polka musicians themselves
are already very much in tune with this “postmodern” demand. Walser explains
that the creation of polka styles is “opposed to the bourgeois passion to preserve or
create ‘folk culture’ and ‘folk’ lore. Ethnic musicians typically create with little
concern for ‘authenticity’ or purity” (194).

Indeed, in the battle over “authentic” ethnic identity, I would argue that we must
reexamine polka not in light of “externally imposed preconceptions of [ethnic]
meaning,” but, rather, as Turner and Seriff argue, “from the strategic way in which
the participants themselves organize and reorganize the meaning of this [practice]
according to what they consider to be valuable” (93). In this way, one sees a clear
valuing of polka on the part of its practitioners and participants, as a powerful, emo-
tive, and significant cultural expression of ethnicity. According to Davis, enjoy-
ment of polka is “a means of partaking in Polish-American ethnicity or ‘heritage’
as defined by the participants” (122). If one examines the vast body of polka lyrics,
a clear trend emerges on this point. The expressions of Polish-American ethnic
identity are both frequent and consistent: Eddie Blazonczyk’s “Polish and Proud
of It Polka” (All American), “Kiss Me I’m Polish Polka” (It’s Our 25th), “Melody of
Love Polka” (Award) (which covers the Pol-Am Bobby Vinton tune), “White Eagle
Waltz” (Always), Lenny Gomulka’s “Old Fashioned Polish Ways Polka” (For Old),
John Góra’s recordings of “Sto Lat” [One Hundred Years] (Take) and Jeszcze
Polska Nie Zginê³a” (Polish National Anthem) (Duty), Li’l Wally’s “Kocham
Polskie Polki” [I Love Polish Polkas] (Brings), and Polka Family’s popular anthem
“Polish People in the USA” (We). Without exception, these enthusiastic formula-
tions of ethnicity are shaped in the language of the 1970s “New Ethnicity” as
documented by Michael Novak. That its slogans and discursive formulations
(i.e., “Kiss Me I’m Polish”) appear nonsensical to later immigrants in no way
delegitimizes meaningfulness for its own participants.6 In fact, polka as a popular
ethnomusical form offers a unique and largely untapped site for scholarly study of
the phenomenon of identity politics. Interestingly, polka practitioners themselves
have articulated a kind of border identity. Eddie Blazonczyk describes moving
between two cultures using metaphors of travel. His “Home Away From Home”
states, “I’d like to find a way to be two places at one time” (Smokin’). In an acces-
sible yet poetic way, he thus describes the dual or even multiple positionality of the
border crosser (see Anzaldua). Polka offers a space for the creative expression and
negotiation of hyphenated and often conflicted ethnic identities.

Polka as counterhegemonic ethnic practice

Despite the stereotypes, polka fans and musicians often conceive of polka as a
radical alternative to mainstream culture. Frequently, polka partisans express their
continuing interest in polka as both a means of “preserving their heritage” and of
resisting mainstream American mass culture. If we are to take seriously Turner and
Seriff’s edict that cultural practices be assessed “from the strategic way in which
the participants themselves organize and reorganize” their meaning, then polka
must be examined as a counterhegemonic practice, merely because it is experienced
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as such (93). Polka promoter Leon Kozicki states that polka people “[K]now who
they are, and they do not pretend they are someone else. There is strength in
acceptance of oneself and one’s past” (Keil, Blau, and Keil 95). As Walser states,

An increasingly monopolistic corporate America used mass media to promote
cultural homogenization, and ethnic cultures seemed in danger of obliteration by
the mass culture of capitalism, which often disrupts communal loyalties as a
means to produce more efficient consumption. But the same forms of commer-
cial culture that replace and destroy traditional bases for communal culture
can also provide means for the creation of new cultural forms that oppose
homogenization. (195)

Polka people may not use this terminology, but they are clear about this value.
Despite its integration of many mass-mediated musical styles, polka, according to
Savaglio, “produced a decidedly non-mainstream sound,” maintained “a distinct
repertoire of Polish American dance genres—polkas, obereks and kujawiaks,”
continued the “use of the Polish language” (although not exclusively), and “main-
tained the Polish-American identity of the music by performing it exclusively at
in-community events” (“Big-Band” 34). Moreover, polka people’s own perception
of the radicality of their practice continues to contrast sharply with the dominant
culture’s stereotypes about the backward and hokey nature of the music.

In an age of multiculturalism and increased emphasis on cultural pluralism,
why is polka music still ignored at best, reviled at worst? Despite the wild success
of the commodification of cultural difference under the corporate category of World
Music, polka music remains solidly unhip. Once marketers responded to the crav-
ing for packaged ethnicity and cultural difference, the world music craze created
an increased interest in everything from Afro-Pop to Klezmer. Interestingly, how-
ever, one won’t find a polka record in the same world music bin with the Buena
Vista Social Club soundtrack. With the increased attention to the commodified
music of “Others,” polka is squarely out of it. To speculate briefly on this exclu-
sion, to ask why polka hasn’t gained alongside Tejano increased attention with the
hip, upscale consumers of world music is to revisit the relation between race and
ethnicity in American life. In the white supremacist imagination, the exotic appeal
of “Otherness” is provided only by racially marked others, imagined as somehow
more authentic, more soulful, and more real. “Within commodity culture, ethnicity
becomes spice, seasoning that can liven up the dull dish that is mainstream
culture” (hooks, Black 21). Ignoring the racist, historical conditions that produce
the very concept of whiteness, the upscale consumer reinvests blue-collar white
ethnicity with the blandness that is said to characterize WASP culture in the
postmodern age. As Dick Blau has noted, “While black culture was thought to be
cool, the culture of the white ethnic working class was thought to be corny” (ix).

Poles first became white and then became ethnic. Matthew Frye Jacobson states
that for Celtic, Slavic, and Hebrew immigrants, becoming American depended
upon becoming Caucasian (182).

While the Irish became white in the middle of the nineteenth century . . . it was
not until after World War I that Slavic immigrants began to lighten their swarthy
status. . . . John McGreevy argues that the immigrants became “Catholic whites”
only in the context of African Americans moving in large numbers to a particular
area. Ethnicity was flattened into race. (Erdmans 33–34)

The invisibility of whiteness, particularly for southern and eastern European white
ethnics and their musical forms, persists for scholars. A recent essay in the Journal

2
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of Aesthetics and Art Criticism asks: “Where, then, can one find a specifically
white American ethnicity expressed in a distinctive, ethnic popular music?”
(Shusterman 222). The only answer offered by the essay is country and western
music. Hence, a persistent blindness to the fabrication of white identity as well as
an ongoing class prejudice keeps polka out of the dubious realm of the fashionable.

I would assess polka’s “failure” in the realm of fashion as a sign that its radical
possibilities are not easily coopted and commodified by the culture industry. In
some ways, it is the professional brokers of ethnic history who have eradicated
polka’s radical possibilities within the uneasy narratives of ethnic identity
in an assimilationist context. As whiteness subsumed ethnicity, ethnicity was
constructed as a benign identity that would allow people an attachment to a
subculture without challenging their loyalty to America. According to Erdmans,
“Historians continue to record only those values that did not contradict American
values. For example, Bukowczyk argues that immigrant values that survived in
the second generation were the peasant value of self-reliance, thrift, and hard
work (76). James S. Pula defines Polish values as “respect for home ownership,
community, and country” (35). Erdmans claims that, according to historians and
sociologists, “No aspect of the Polish American identity challenged capitalism,
democracy, religious freedom, or the values of independence, individualism, and
hard work” (35). While her observation that scholars of Polish America appear
collectively to have forgotten the socialists seems quite accurate, I would want to
revisit polka in terms of its challenges to American hegemonic values, such as
individualism and the Protestant work ethic (35). (I will return shortly to this
theme in order to elaborate two preliminary points on which one might reconsider
polka’s counterhegemonic potential.)

As bell hooks notes:

It is sadly ironic that the contemporary discourse which talks the most about
heterogeneity, the decentered subject, declaring breakthroughs that allow recog-
nitions of Otherness, still directs its critical voice primarily to a specialized
audience that shares a common language rooted in the very master narratives it
claims to challenge. If radical postmodernist thinking is to have a transformative
impact . . . it must be reflected in styles of being, including styles of writing as
well as chosen subject matter. (Yearning 25)

In focusing on the subject matter of polka, this project attempts to align itself with
such efforts as Robert Walser’s study of the polka mass, which argues “that how-
ever distant the polka mass may seem from the debates of academics, it exemplifies
and helps illuminate many of the strategies of what is typically called postmodern
culture” (184). Walser’s approach, however, is atypical.7 The creative possibilities
for thinking about postmodern ethnic and racial identity are currently betrayed by
the continuing elitism of ethnic scholarship, musicology, and academic discourse.
As Victor Greene has explained:

[E]thnomusicologists and music historians have generally ignored or even delib-
erately avoided a genre that has also been referred to as “people’s” music. . . .
Among academic intellectuals polka music has suffered from a bad image. Must
serious critics claimed, for example, that it lacked artistic quality, in large part
because it had a rather unsophisticated audience. It was charged that ethnic
old-time music was the musical entertainment of America’s lumpen proletariat,
that uncultured—according to its critics—blue-collar working class who
frequented the corner saloons and taverns of midwestern industrial cities. (3)
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The continuing class-based scorn towards “polyester polka people” bears out
Greene’s assertion. The popular image of polka as unfashionable is often simply
mockery of working-class folks.

“Everyone thinks of polka music as ‘Roll Out The Barrel,’ ‘She’s Too Fat,’ . . . and
dancing with fat Polish girls,” says Eddie Blazonczyk, Jr., who plays concertina in
[and manages] his father’s band, “but it’s nothing to do with that”. . . . According
to Henry Guzevich, trumpet player and lead vocalist of Polka Family, “Polka
carries such a stigma.” (Bessman, “Young” 1)

As Erdmans explains, in the “old immigration” of Poles to America at the turn of
the century, Polish-American identity was solidly associated with its working-
class character (35). The majority of immigrants who arrived between 1870 and
1914 came from rural backgrounds but joined the proletarian industrial labor force.
Thus, Polish Americans of this migration—whose descendants comprise most
“polka people”—were a strong component of the labor movement finding that
their working-class identity became intricately interwoven with their ethnic iden-
tity (Erdmans 35). One could convincingly argue, with Keil and Greene, that polka
stereotypes are condescending, class-based judgments on the “unhip.”

In a popular cultural milieu in which the mass-mediated pressure to conform
seems almost inescapable, it is rather extraordinary given the popular image of
polka that people who polka in the twenty-first century “must not care much about
what fashionable people think of them” (Keil, Blau, and Keil 3). Polka, according to
Keil, Blau, and Keil, represents “at least a hundred years of resistance to the
melting pot, a refusal to disappear into mediated entertainment, a ‘no’ to monocul-
ture, and an ongoing vernacular alternative to the sorts of fun manufactured by the
culture industry” (3). Most interesting about polka people’s resolute indifference to
popular opinion is their persistence in crafting a cultural self-identity “even if that
presentation is often used by outsiders as a caricature or exaggeration of what it
means to be Polish-American” (Keil, Blau, and Keil 10). Polka forms communities
of resistance—not perhaps in the narrowly conceived sense of organized political
action—but rather in the sense of “alternative forms of cultural expression and
ways of being that critique the dominant conception of the world” (Sciorra 79).
Most polka events make available for sale “typically” Polish foods such as pierogi,
kie³basa, go³abki [cabbage rolls], and p¹czki [“donuts”]. These cultural performances
bring together music, dance, and foodways in powerful and emotionally charged
ways that “accomplish a complex set of counterhegemonic tasks, including
physical autobiography and landmarking memory” (Sciorra 81).

Given the continuing valuation of “history from the ground up,” polka must be
seen as one cultural practice which has named and preserved the cultural memo-
ries of working-class immigrants of a particular era. It continues to be common for
polka lyrics to enshrine memorable people, places, and local institutions—i.e., to
write polka history as part of its explicit task. In Eddie Blazonczyk’s “Polka
Lounges in Chicago” (Everybody), the lyrics present a litany of tavern, nightclub,
and social hall names, all but lost in the suburban migration of the fifties and
sixties. Each place of significance to the polka community is landmarked and
preserved in song.8 Along with “organized” polka efforts such as the International
Polka Association Museum and the successful lobby to create a polka Grammy
category at the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, polka lyrics
memorialize innovators and ancestors of the polka tradition. For example, a recent

4
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tribute album to “the late great Marion Lush,” has received substantial airplay on
polka radio shows (Polka Drive Time).9

Polka has responded to the lack of working-class history and the now well-
documented ethnocentrism of American history by writing its own. Perhaps the
local history created through polka has not been recognized as such because of the
persistent struggles over what constitutes “legitimate” history.10 In producing
something uniquely American within a Polish immigrant context, polka has, in
fact, created a valid expression of lived ethnic identity. This observation comes
with a caution, however. It necessitates affirming polka’s legitimacy as one
cultural voice that landmarks a particular version of Polish-American memory
without reifying it through the lens of nostalgic desire for the “imagined” commu-
nities of the mythic “old neighborhood” Polonias. As Dominic Pacyga notes,
Chicago’s ethnic neighborhoods are often imagined mythically as constant and
homogenous, despite their documented multi-ethnic and fluid character (604).

Polka needs to be revalued through a politicized memory “that distinguishes
nostalgia, that longing for something to be as once it was, a kind of useless act,
from that remembering that serves to illuminate and transform the present” (hooks,
Yearning 147).

The nostalgic mobilization of polka may run the risk of collapsing class into
ethnicity, romanticizing the working class, and deploying a “good old days”
agenda of reactionary politics. Such nostalgia would cover over the counter-
hegemonic possibilities of this unique musical amalgam. To counter this danger,
the remainder of this paper suggests two areas in which polka might be revalued
for the counterhegemonic values it bolsters. One caution is required on this point.
The counterhegemonic effects of polka music must be seen from a social/cultural
rather than strictly musical point of view. “‘Blues’ and ‘polka’ do not really chal-
lenge bourgeois music; they take the harmonic frameworks utterly for granted
(Shepherd 1982) and simply flow around or past institutionalized music as they
keep to their own proletarian purposes” (Keil and Feld 209). Thus, the analysis
examines both “polka practices” and the explicit messages of the music.

Polka, it has been observed, is not “message music.” Its lyrics tend to function
“like creeds, stating communal beliefs and feelings at their simplest” (Crease 81).
This is likely one source of the common stereotype that polka music is vapid or
unsophisticated. The genre seldom provides explicit “messages.” But when clear
value statements are made, they turn toward two predominant themes: Catholic
spirituality and working-class resistance.

Regarding the latter theme, while not claiming any overt political agenda, and
certainly not a socialist one, polka music has consistently identified with and
given voice to the frustrations of the so-called “working man.” Polka continues to
present a classed analysis of the world even as the larger culture continues to
insist on its classlessness. One example is Eddie Blazonczyk’s “Lord Have Mercy
on the Working Man,” which explains that the “rich man does the dancing while
the poor man pays the band” (Always).11

Alongside the more limited sphere of explicit economic messages in polka lyrics,
one must also consider the capitalist (or anticapitalist, depending on one’s spin)
issues related to the production and distribution of polka music. As Keil, Blau, and
Keil have noted, polka’s development is intricately linked to the mass-mediated
forms of the twentieth century (19–35). Currently, it is quite fashionable for ethnic
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studies both to promote and to document entrepreneurial leaders of a given ethnic
community—especially those who establish community-based, independent busi-
ness alternatives to the mainstream. Given this scholarly trend, the lack of such
scholarship regarding polka entrepreneurs is astonishing. Chicago’s Grammy
Award winner Eddie Blazonczyk is not atypical in this regard. He not only writes,
orchestrates, sings, and performs the music but also has established his own
record store, recording label, recording studio, travel business (focusing on “polka
cruises” and special events), and radio programs. With the notable exception of
Victor Greene’s and Richard Spottswood’s documentation of ethnic music pub-
lishers such as Alvin Sajewski, there is a tremendous lack of attention paid to
entrepreneurs in ethnic scholarship in general and Polonian history in particular.
While one might not necessarily call these practices counterhegemonic—as they
establish more of a parallel capitalist economy than a critique of it—these are,
nonetheless, community-based businesses that arise out of and serve the ethnic
sphere. Yet, such an artist-controlled and -distributed musical genre is a radical
alternative to the global conglomerates of pop music. The music industry has
barely noticed such polka entrepreneurs even as a pop cultural battle erupts over
artist control and distribution of music in a corporate setting. That polka entrepre-
neurs have achieved what so-called “Independent,” “Alternative,” and MP3
musicians only dream of is remarkable indeed.

Alongside the class and economic arenas, a second sphere of counterhegemonic
“messages” and attitudes dominates polka. It has long been noted that Polish
identity politics are intricately bound up with Roman Catholicism (J. Pula 2).12 But
seldom have scholars commented on the complex ways in which polka as a
Polish-American cultural form articulates a resistant Catholicism in the face of the
larger culture’s persistent anti-Catholic, anti-immigrant, and anti-urban biases. As
Robert Orsi points out, one of the most important forces shaping modern American
Protestantism was the “widespread senses of apocalyptic urban crisis provoked by
the swelling populations of immigrant Catholic laborers” (24–25). It should be
remembered that “immigrant Catholicism” as it was called, or something worse,
“ghetto Catholicism,” was seen as “an obscurantist form of cult worship that stood
in the way of Catholics being fully accepted in the American cultural mainstream”
(Ehrenhalt 118). In fact, polka continues to create a culture of resistant Catholicism
in an age largely assumed to be post-Christian. Many polka artists have recorded
“religious” albums and compact discs, from hymns to the Virgin Mary to Kolêdy
[Polish Christmas carols]. But rather than separating the religious from the every-
day—as is the custom in the dominant Protestant culture, which stresses religion
as a private matter—polka music has included religious motifs throughout its
songs.13 Many polka lyrics include spiritual appeals. For example, John Góra has
recorded a curious (and very popular) polka cha-cha (!) based on the famous poem
and hymn “Polskie Kwiaty” [Polish Flowers], which imagines the homeland and
the Madonna through floral metaphors (Take). More typical of the usual religious
motifs in polka lyrics is Lenny Gomulka’s “God Bless This Music Polka” (For Old).

While simply mentioning God or the Blessed Mother is increasingly a
countercultural gesture in a “post-Christian” society, this is not the primary
counterhegemonic religious stance effected by polka. This stance more accurately
might be defined not by what polka states explicitly within its lyrics, but rather the
worldview it presents. This worldview, called “polka happiness” or “the will to
party,” emphasizes joy and celebration as fundamental postures of polka music

6
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and dance. I would argue that these modes of “ritual ecstasy” inherent in polka
give the genre its radical impetus” (Keil, Blau, and Keil 5). This ecstatic emphasis
(described by Keil and Feld as Dionysian [202–17]) is linked to two traits of polka
music, which I would argue are Catholic in nature: (1) the participatory, communal
nature of the genre; and (2) its relentless emphasis on joy and ecstatic celebration.

The forums in which polka developed “were not concert or recital halls—where
music and dance are essentially performances for spectators—but communal
events such as wedding, feasts, and celebrations, and also bars” (Walser 81). Thus,
as Keil, Blau, and Keil stress, polka—unlike most other forms of music and
dance—is not a product “consumed” by a community but an integral part of
a larger social experience (3). The seemingly simplistic lyrics of polka are in
part, according to Crease, a reflection of the communal nature of the experience,
wherein the personal confessions and manifestos of many pop music forms would
seem incoherent (81). This communal participatory art form resists easy
commodification as it eschews the “stars” of pop music’s culture of celebrity. Polka
musicians are expected to play until exhaustion, to dance during the sets of other
bands—in short, to be one of the crowd. Polka musicians typically mingle with the
audience and establish a reciprocal rapport with audience members through
“dedications” and other onstage techniques. Perhaps this single tendency is
polka’s most potent counterhegemonic quality. In the Protestant culture of
individualism, polka remains a communal form that does not raise its finest
practitioners to celebrity status. “[T]he IPA [International Polka Association] does
not generally glorify polka music as ‘art’ and polka musicians as ‘artists’ or ‘com-
posers.’ There is no fetishizing of ‘music’ and ‘art,’ only a pragmatic concern for
the health of polka music” (Keil, Blau, and Keil 87). While polka musicians are
loved and appreciated by their fans, they are not idolized as are other popstars.
The communal ritual of polka dancing emphasizes a far more “catholic” under-
standing of the world than does any other form of popular music. Such communal
rituals, in the tradition of pilgrimages, serve “not so much to maintain society’s
status quo as to recollect, and even to presage, an alternative mode of social being,
a world where communitas, rather than a bureaucratic social structure, is pree-
minent” (Turner and Turner 39). It is interesting that, while “community” is an
absolutely unquestioned buzzword of both the right and left (see Suarez 24–25), a
communal popular cultural form such as polka is either overlooked or mocked.

This Catholic, communal Weltanschauung is linked to the creation of ritual time
and space in the ecstatic practices of polka happiness. I would argue that this
ritual ecstasy enacts a counterhegemonic movement. The smug and condescending
mockery displayed toward polka people is largely, I believe, an expression of
intense discomfort in the presence of ritual excess, that is to say, a translation of the
Puritan ethos in contemporary terms. My revaluation of polka wishes to refuse
this condescension. This refusal is based in the anthropology of festival and
celebration. According to Leigh Eric Schmidt,

A common feature of festivity is to overindulge, to eat, drink, or spend to excess,
lavishly to use up resources otherwise diligently saved. [Such rituals give]
expression to a kind of festal excess that is often fundamental to celebrations. In
other words, festive behavior is built in large part on wastrel prodigality, on
surplus and abundance, on conspicuous consumption. [The critique of such prac-
tices is often an attack on] festival itself, a repudiation of celebratory indulgence
and dissipation out of adherence to puritanical or republican values emphasizing
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hard work, self-control, frugality, and simplicity. The contemporary contest
stands as another battle between the heirs of the Puritans and the perennial
bacchanalians of popular culture. (8)

The Puritanical disdain for ritual is a continuing embodiment of anticelebratory,
anti-Catholic attitudes, which find outlet in the scorn heaped upon “polka happi-
ness.” The possibility for radical joy in the context of material culture presupposes
a prior Catholic worldview, called by Tracy and Greeley “the analogical imagina-
tion.” Discussions of the analogical and dialectical imaginations suggest that the
Catholic analogical imagination assumes a “God who is present in the world.
Thus, the world and all its events, objects, and people tend to be somewhat like
God” (Greeley 45). The Protestant dialectical imagination, by contrast, “assumes
a God who is radically absent from the world and who discloses Herself only
on rare occasions.” The world and all its events, objects, and people tend to be
radically different from God, thus needing “consecration” (45). The much-covered
polka standard, “In Heaven There is No Beer” (Brave Combo, Polkas), poses a
radical joy in the material world of flesh with a playfulness that is virtually
countercultural against a backdrop of Puritanical austerity.14 As Leigh Eric
Schmidt argues, consumption replaced the Catholic liturgy for the American
Protestant middle-class (159). The antiritual norms of Anglo-Protestant American
culture reproduced ritual in market spaces (Douglas 1–4). Hungry for ritual
yet wary of the public, communitarian nature of “immigrant religions” such
as Catholicism and Judaism, the American middle-class responded to the
sacralization of consumption offered by capitalist spectacle. This wariness of
public, communal ritual is perhaps another reason that polka is seen as suspect.

It is not merely the communitarian aspect of polka that provokes critique, but the
specific emotive emphasis on joy, suspect also in the Anglo-Protestant world of
rational, productive time. The bottom line of polka is conveyed by the simple ques-
tion, “Is everybody having a good time?” Polka promoter Leon Kozicki states:
“Those who are involved in polka, they enjoy it, they find happiness, which is part
of what life is” (Keil, Blau, and Keil 93). The songs and records of polka musicians
most often stress words related to joy, celebration, partying, and good times.15

While this is perhaps a source for the scorn heaped on polka—“After all, How
corny!”—I would argue that joy is also an undervalued category of radical poten-
tial. Thinkers as different as Pope John Paul II and Paulo Freire have noted the
pervasiveness of what they call the “culture of death.” As Freire comments,
“Oppression . . . is necrophilic; it is nourished by love of death, not life” (58). Polka
is life-affirming in the most direct ways. Its relentless, emphatic assertion of joy
pronounces a love of life that to outsiders seems moronic or simple-minded. This is
most understandable when one considers the capitalist commodity of romantic
love. As Cornel West has explained: “A love ethic has nothing to do with senti-
mental feelings or tribal connections. Rather it is a last attempt at generating a
sense of agency among a downtrodden people” (19). Even Ché Guevara, who
admitted “the risk of sounding ridiculous,” claimed that love is revolutionary
(Freire 70). Moreover, the joy of marginalized peoples has always been a radical
act. Through painstaking scholarship and activism, that realization has at long
last been achieved regarding African-American musical traditions. But scholars of
white ethnicity have missed the boat.

Renowned African-American scholar Cornel West has argued that the single
most destructive force pervading black communities is nihilism, defined not as a
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philosophical doctrine but as the “lived experience of coping with a life of horrify-
ing meaninglessness, hopelessness, and (most important) lovelessness” (14). He
goes on to chronicle the genius of “black foremothers and forefathers” in creating
“powerful buffers to ward off the nihilistic threat.” Such buffers include “cultural
structures of meaning and feeling that created and sustained communities. . .” (15).
In light of his powerful observation, we must reconsider the ways in which white
ethnic communal culture has provided similar structures for its people. Alongside
the growing scholarship on the identity politics of whiteness, we must write
genealogies of resistance in tribute to those, such as polka’s innovators and
practitioners, who created and sustained community in the working-class
ethnic milieu. Because it revalues joy, the sheer energy of “polka happiness” is
counterhegemonic in a fundamental way.

As has been pointed out by Keil, polka is not folk music (9–10). But to the extent
that it incorporates and deploys folk symbols (Krakowian costumes, Góral [moun-
taineer] hats and vests, and certain folk melodies, such as “Dwanaœcie Listeczków”
[Twelve Angels]), it should be noted that polka could fit well into Williams’s
radical reassessment of folklore.

[T]raditional culture or folklore represents areas of human experience, aspiration
and achievement which the dominant culture neglects, undervalues, opposes,
represses, or even cannot recognize. Folklore’s power as a culture of contesta-
tion resides in the active process of selection and choice by which individuals call
into play a repertoire of past symbolisms and infuses it with new meaning and
values. Folklore is not some mental baggage mindlessly perpetuated by bearers
of tradition but must be seen instead as a process of thought—an ongoing
interpretation of the past . . . [that is] symbolically reinvented in an ongoing
present. (Sciorra 79)

Considered against this statement, perhaps one source of polka’s dismissal from
within Polonia and without is its misconstrued antiquarian nature. When a
Polonian scholar such as John Bukowczyk makes the following legitimate sugges-
tion about Polonian cultural life, polka can mistakenly be tossed by the wayside.
He states: “Polish-American cultural vitality and integrity would benefit by
reducing our reliance on Polish and Polish-American culture of past times
and developing greater connectedness to the culture of contemporary Poland”
(“Image” 81). While this suggestion is both interesting and provocative, it can
mean that a Polish-American genre such as polka finds itself further marginalized
as a relic of “past times.” This misconception (although certainly not presented by
Bukowczyk) is widely shared, and misses the point that polka is a vital, living, and
changing contemporary form.

According to Cleveland International Records’ owner Steve Popovich, “There’s
this huge misconception about what polka music sounds like, how it’s played, the
level of musicianship. . .” (Bessman, “Monarchs” 110). Popovich recalls a perfor-
mance where Chicago’s Eddie Blazonczyk played his “Polish Wedding Song,”
“where he modulates ten times and keeps building—and people rush the stage”
(Bessman, “Monarchs” 110). According to Crease, polka music “continues to be
performed by skilled musicians who are continually incorporating new influ-
ences. . . . By any reasonable criterion, then, the polka ought surely to be regarded as
among the most dynamic and innovative participatory art forms this country has
ever produced” (82–83). New Wave/”punk polka” innovator Carl Finch, of the
Grammy-winning Brave Combo, notes:

7
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When I first listened to a real, honest-to-God polka record—instead of pigeon-
holing it as a dead form of music or a joke for a quick laugh on TV, like we’re
conditioned to feel—it was a whole life transformation. . . . The nonpretentious
nature of it combined with the unique energy . . .  makes it without a doubt the
freshest music happening. (Bessman, “Monarchs” 110)

Finch’s comment stands in stark contrast to the popular image of polka as out-
dated or old-fashioned. And yet one could argue that this notion is not strictly
related to polka itself so much as the popular understanding of ethnicity, which
also requires challenge. As Fischer has argued, “ethnicity is not simply passed on,
learned or taught, or inherited by blood; it is a dynamic component of identity that
must register and respond to the flux of the modern world, through dialogue with
it” (194). In this sense, polka, especially in view of its hybrid influences and effects,
is an ideal site for the investigation of identity politics and ethnicity in the
postmodern era. According to Giroux, “Ethnicity as a representational politics
pushes against the boundaries of cultural containment and becomes a site of peda-
gogical struggle in which the legacies of dominant histories, codes, and relations
become unsettled and thus open to being challenged and rewritten” (Disturbing
91).

This brings us squarely back to the counterhegemonic possibilities of polka as
ethnic practice. Polka does not simply reproduce a static or even uncontested past
but symbolically reinvents it in an ongoing present. Fischer claims that:

the search or struggle for a sense of ethnic identity is a (re-)invention and discov-
ery of a vision, both ethical and future-oriented. . . . Such visions can take a
number of forms: they can be both culturally specific . . . and dialectically formed
as critiques of hegemonic ideologies (e.g., as alternatives to the melting pot
rhetoric of assimilation to the bland, neutral style of . . . conformis[m]). (196)

I have argued throughout this article that polka fashions such a vision, both
culturally specific and dialectically formed as counterhegemonic. In this way,
polka’s contribution to the search and struggle for a sense of ethnic identity is both
ethical and future oriented. In particular, the counterhegemonic critiques posed by
polka offer vivid and progressive modes of imagining the future through a
communitarian rather than individualistic lens. I have argued that the emphasis
on joy is a potent way to reimagine that collective future and its ethos. In this way
the essay has performed hooks’s task of subversive historiography, by connecting
oppositional practices from the past with forms of resistance in the present, thus
creating spaces of possibility where the future can be imagined differently.
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Notes

1. It should be noted that the majority of studies concerning polka are musicological in
nature (Keil, Blau, and Keil; Walser; Kleeman). My methodological approach is not
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ethnomusicological but draws from the aesthetic populism of postmodernism and the
eclecticism of cultural studies. In attempting to complicate traditional hierarchies of
modern aesthetics (high over low art, avant-garde over kitsch, highbrow over
middlebrow), the analysis attends to “the material forms of popular ritual—the kitsch,
schlock, and camp . . . with both a new seriousness and a new playfulness. . . . [T]his
aesthetic subversion can occur . . . while continuing to preserve room for critical
perspectives on the expansive reach and power of consumer capitalism” (Schmidt 15).

2. In order to consider polka in this perhaps unorthodox light, I need to clarify what is
meant by oppositional practices or practices of resistance. This analysis depends on
the analytical framework of cultural hegemony, articulated by Gramsci. Hegemonic
process involves the creation, manipulation, and maintenance of cultural symbols by
the dominant class that serves to achieve a consensus among subordinate groups to
the legitimization of the existing social order as controlled by the former. This cultural
hegemony is maintained through formal institutions, such as schools, churches, or the
media, as well as through artistic, intellectual or scientific trends or formations. How-
ever, there exist at any given moment cultural forces that undermine the prevailing
hegemony.

3. This essay attempts to explore musical cultural practices in relation to and not outside
of the material contexts of everyday life. My use of the term “practices” draws on
Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life. De Certeau argues that everyday
practices—speaking, writing, walking, cooking, etc.—should not be dismissed “as
merely the obscure background of social activity,” but should be analyzed as tactics
through which seemingly passive consumers act upon, resist, and function as produc-
ers of late capitalist society. The methodology of everyday practice builds on
“Gramsci’s recognition that the study of everyday life and popular culture needed to
be incorporated strategically and performatively as part of a struggle for power and
leadership” (Giroux, “Rethinking” 17). Because this essay is interested in the para-
doxes of consumer culture, “[M]aterialism is not a ‘problem’ which [it] may be ‘for’ or
‘against’. On the contrary it is the new possibilities and strategies of juxtaposition by
both commerce and consumers which utilize . . . ‘kitsch’ to constitute new social and
material possibilities” (Miller 22). As polka has often been imagined as the proto-
typical kitsch musical form, it is then especially suited to the ideological questions of
this essay. “[K]itsch, which we see as signifying industrially produced aesthetic objects
that have a certain hold over the emotions, together with a whiff of tradition . . . thus
transcends the opposition between structure and agency which is at play in the debate
over ‘dominant ideology’ and ‘resistance’” (Moeran and Skov 110). Of course, one
would need to expand such analysis by emphasizing the complexity of such practices.
The pedagogical emphasis of this material highlights the counterhegemonic but does
not claim that such practices are merely or simply subversive or counterhegemonic.

4. “There is no evidence that before or after 1844 the polka was ever popular in Poland.”
(Keil, Blau, and Keil 19). On the term “polka,” see Robert Pula as well as Keil, Blau,
and Keil.

5. One would need to add a caution on depending uncritically on the “two opposing
groups” model of Polonia, lest it betray the diverse makeup of the community. “The
community’s non-uniformity in musical self-representation cannot be adequately
explained by an analysis that rests entirely upon a neat and unproblematical cultural
and social separation of pre- and post-World War II immigrants” (Savaglio, “Polka”
44).

6. “The polka, heard only infrequently in Poland, is an unfamiliar, if not unpopular
genre among recent Polish émigrés” (Savaglio, “Polka” 41; see also Erdmans).

7. One would need to add in his company the work of Keil, Blau, and Keil, Greene,
Savaglio, Kleeman, and Crease—scholars who have broken with these academic
taboos.
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8. Similarly, see Blazonczyk’s “Chicago Times Polka” (Music), the Ampol Aires “Windy
City Polka” (Best Of), Staœ Golonka’s “Chicago is a Polka Town” (Horn), Lenny
Gomulka’s “I’ll Meet You in Chicago Oberek” (For Old), and the Dynatones’ “Buffalo
Polka” (XV).

9. See also Henny and the Versa-J’s’ tribute song to the elder musical statesmen of
polka, “If I Could Be Like You” (If I Could), and the Dynatones’ “Tribute to Ray
Budzilek” (Vintage).

10. Keil’s “Class and Ethnicity in Polish-America” succinctly parodies this line of thought.
“If one does write local history, it should be of the first parish and the legendary priest
who founded it. Almost any other history is dangerous to self esteem and peace of
mind—why stir up bitter memories, reveal hidden injuries or recall false promises. It
won’t help ‘The Image,’ that’s for sure” (37).

11. See also, “Working Man’s Polka” (Good Ol’) and Dynatones’ “Staying Home From
Work Polka” (25th).

12. Outside of Polonia, and the more recent popular image of the Catholic Solidarity
movement, it is little known how central the Catholic Church was in the fight for
Polish independence against partitioning powers determined to eradicate Polish lan-
guage and culture. “Indeed, during the nineteenth century the bond between Polish
patriotism and the Roman Catholic religion became so complete that to many being
Polish became synonymous with being Catholic. It was this sense of religious attach-
ment, both spiritual and secular, that formed the central focus of Polish community
life in the United States, where, in the immigrant generation, the parish became the
center of community life and a lasting influence on succeeding generations” (J. Pula 2).

13. See Keil, Blau, and Keil’s interesting analysis of the Dynatones’ religious concept
album Chapter VII, which retells the life of Christ (182–85).

14. “Southern and eastern Europeans have a far more ‘pagan’ attitude toward life . . . they
love the earth. Religion for them is, so to speak, an earth religion rather than the
religion of a sky-god” (Novak 123).

15. Typical of this emphasis are Eddie Blazonczyk’s “Polka Celebration” (Polka
Celebration), “Let’s Celebrate Again” (Let’s), “It’s A Great Life Oberek” (Smokin’),
“Everybody’s Happy” (Smokin’), “Let’s Have a Party Polka” (All American), “Every-
body Polka” (Everybody), “I’m Happy Today Polka” (Everybody), “I Love Everybody
Waltz” (Award), “Music, Music, Music!” (Music) “Let’s All Have A Goodtime Polka”
(Music), “Polka Dance Tonight” (It’s Our 25th); Brave Combo’s “In Heaven There is
No Beer” (Polkas); the Dynatones’ “Happy Life” (XV); Lenny Gomulka’s “Havin’ a
Party Polka (For Old); Li’l Wally’s “Dobre Czasy” [Good Times Polka] (Fantastic),
“Happiness to Everyone” (Brings); Marion Lush’s “Good Times Polka” (Golden); Polka
Family’s “I’m Singing Happily Oberek” & “Hej Polska Muzyka Gra” [Playing Polish
Music] (We Are), “Happy People” (Fiddle), “Spiewamy Weso³o” [We are Singing
Happily] (Polka); and Toledo Polkamotion’s “Celebrate” (Visions).
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